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SMS: Safety Risk Management & Assurance
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2Photographer Thomas McPeak
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2442385/When-big-bird-met-flock-smaller-ones-Fearless-doves-surround-Sea-King-search-rescue-
helicopter.html

1. What can go 
wrong?

2. What can I do about 
it?

3. Did it work?

A PLAIN LANGUAGE APPROACH
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Safety Assurance

• Safety Risk 
Management and 
Safety Assurance 
are two separate 
processes

o But they must be able 
to share information

• This is the engine 
that runs your SMS

Source: https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/explained/components/

Is it ALARP?
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3.3 Safety Assurance

1. Safety 
Policy and 
Objectives

2. Safety Risk 
Management3. Safety 

Assurance

4. Safety 
Promotion
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https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/explained/components/
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IS-BAO Chapter 3.0

• 3.3.1.1: The organization shall 
develop and maintain the means to 
verify the safety performance of the 
organization and to validate the 
effectiveness of safety risks 
controls. 

• 3.3.1.2: The safety performance of 
the organization shall be verified in 
reference to the SMS’s safety 
performance indicators (SPI) 
and safety performance targets 
(SPT) in support of the 
organization’s safety objectives. 
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Definitions – Doc 9859

• Safety objective: A brief, high-level statement of safety achievement 
or desired outcome to be accomplished by the State safety 
programme or service provider’s safety management system.
o Note.— Safety objectives are developed from the organization’s top safety risks 

and should be taken into consideration during subsequent development of safety 
performance indicators and targets.

• Safety performance indicator:  A data-based parameter used for 
monitoring and assessing safety performance.

• Safety performance target: The State or service provider’s planned 
or intended target for a safety performance indicator over a given 
period that aligns with the safety objectives.
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Safety Performance Management
• Safety Performance Management within the organizational safety 

culture helps the organization to ask and to answer the four most 
important questions regarding safety management: 

1. What are the organization’s top safety risks? 
Ø Safety Risk Profile: identify risks & controls

2. What does the organization want to achieve in terms of safety and 
what are the top safety risks that need to be addressed?
Ø Define Organization’s Safety Objectives

3. How will the organization know if it is making progress toward its 
safety objectives? 
Ø Measurements: Safety Performance Indicators and Safety Performance 

Targets (SPIs and SPTs)
4. What safety data and safety information are needed to make informed 

safety decisions? Including the allocation of the organization’s 
resources. 
Ø Ongoing safety analysis: considerations for mature SMS organizations

Ø Source: ICAO Doc. 9859, 4th ed., 2018
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Safety Objectives to SPIs/SPTs: plain language

• “Know yourself”
o Identify highest risks

• What keeps you up at night?
• Where is your next incident/accident going to come from?

o Ask this across the organization’s departments and from senior management to front line

o Prioritize these items
• Select operator specific safety objectives

o Related to serious safety concerns
o Assess the strategies that will help you achieve these objectives

• Indicators
o Determine what information is needed to achieve objectives

• Proactive – ‘leading’
• Tracking - ‘lagging’

• Targets
o Set by the operator to allow for trending of progress (or lack thereof)

8
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From Safety Profile to Safety Performance Indicators

The Organization

1. Hazards & Risks

2. Safety Objectives

3. Safety 
Performance: 

Indicators and Targets

4. Safety 
Performance: 

Ongoing Analysis 
(Mature SMS 

program)

Safety Culture /
Safety Policy

1. Safety Risk Profile

2. Specific Risks
or Initiatives

3. Safety Measurement

4. Considerations for 
mature SMS 

organizations
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Organization

Key Safety Issues / Concerns

High level commitment to safety

Safety risk profile
• Where is the highest risk to your operation?

• Performance measurements should be defined for serious safety risks identified on 
the safety risk profile.

Safety policy

Safety management system

Overall safety culture

10
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Organization

Identify Risks & Controls
Define performance measurements for SERIOUS safety risks 

based on the safety risk profile.

Identify your operation’s hazards and 
risks.
- People, Equipment, Systems, Environment 
- SMS

Ask: what is an acceptable level 
of safety performance?

How can you reduce risk to as 
low as reasonably practical?

What keeps you up at night?

People Equipment

SystemsEnvironment

Operational Goals 
and

Specific SMS 
Outputs

Identify incident 

scenarios - what can 

go wrong?
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Hazards 
& Risks

People Equipment

SystemsEnvironment

Operational Goals 
&

Specific SMS Outputs

Discussion: Identify Your Risks & Controls

Identify risks in scenarios:

Ø What are serious issues that are relevant to your operation?
Ø Where is your next accident/incident going to come from?

Ø What can you do about those issues?

12
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Identify Safety Objectives

Specific areas of safety 
performance that the organization 

wants to attain.

Related to high level safety 
commitment

Can be long or short term

Could include things such as:

- Increase safety reporting by ___ %
- Reduce fatigue
- Increase department participation in 

safety meetings from prior year
- Reduce bird strikes by ___ %
- Etc.

2. Safety 
Objectives

How does the

organization know

if its meeting the

safety objectives?  

SPIs/SPTs

13

Setting Objectives practice

Create Objectives for the following scenarios:
• Maintenance:  

o Over the past 3 months the organization has had 3 maintenance technicians 
injured on the job.  Two were working alone when injured.  All three were injured 
after working 2 or 3 consecutive 14-hour days.

• Flight Ops
o The company pilots have had a slow down of flight operations because of a 

pandemic.  They are flying but barely keeping current.  
o Prior to the pandemic, there had been several instances of approaches that 

resulted in near runway overruns. 

• Operational environment
o The operator is on an airfield where there are a lot of glider and parachute 

operations.

14
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Measuring Safety Performance

SPIs: What information is meaningful?

SPIs: Which type? Leading / Lagging

LEADING: Measures the focus on 
processes that are being implemented 
to improve or maintain safety

LAGGING: Past occurrences and useful 
for long-term trending

SPTs: What is happening and how often?
How much risk is “acceptable”?

Organization

3. Safety 
Performance: 
Indicators & 

Targets

15

Safety Performance Targets
• How much risk is “acceptable”?

SPIs / SPTs

Safety Performance Indicators

Safety Performance Indicators
• What information is meaningful?

• Two types of SPIs
• Leading
• Lagging

16
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Safety Performance Targets
• How much risk is “acceptable”?

SP Indicators & Targets

Safety Performance Indicators
• What information is meaningful?

• Purpose of Indicators
• Enable analysis of a given 

concern.

• Basis for informed decisions 
(allocation of resources, 
new/change procedures or 
training, etc.) to address that 
concern.

• SPTs define short-term and 
medium-term safety 
performance management-
desired achievements and 
improvements.

• Ideally set with historical data.

• Safety Targets should be 
connected to Safety Objectives.
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Risk Analysis: SPIs & SPTs

• This flow is the whole 
point of collecting 
data!
• The input of your SPIs 

and SPTs allows the 
organization to 
determine if your safety 
system is working.

• This is where the SMS 
engine is creating its 
energy for continuous 
improvement

18
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• Leading Indicators: Leading indicators are measures that 
focus on processes and inputs that are being implemented to 
improve or maintain safety. (ICAO, 2018).
o These can be changed!

Process-based (Leading) SPIs

2 types of SPIs: Leading

Examples of Leading Indicators:
Bird scaring activities

Crops control
Grass mowing

Location of feeding troughs

Example - Bird Strikes:

19

Outcome-based (Lag) SPIs

Low Probability / 
High Consequence

High Probability / 
Low Consequence

Lagging Indicators: Lagging SPIs help the organization 
understand what has happened in the past and are useful 

for long-term trending. 
• Historic information that can’t be changed.

Lagging – Low consequence
Bird sightings near aircraft

Bird radar detections

Lagging – High consequence
Bird strikes

Bird ingestion (one or multiple engines)

2 types of SPIs: Lagging

20
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Lagging Indicators

o Low probability / High 
consequence 
• ex: aircraft accident, damage to 

something or someone, etc.
o Depends on what’s being 

measured 
• Low numbers and less ability 

to trend

o High probability / Low 
consequence (precursor events)
• ex: near hit, slip, lapse, error
• Occurs more frequently therefore 

more exposure
• Can also be used to measure 

effectiveness of safety controls. 
o Larger numbers and ability to 

trend

Low Probability / 
High Consequence

High Probability / 
Low Consequence

Leading and lagging indicators should be linked

21

MX Example: Objective and SPI

• If the organization decides that their OBJECTIVE
is: 
o to reduce the likelihood of personnel injury during 

maintenance, 

• They might establish SPIs such as:
o The number of times per month that aircraft 

maintenance is performed by someone working alone. 
o The number of fatigue reports per month from 

maintenance personnel. 
o The number of times per month that maintenance 

personnel are observed not using appropriate Personal 
Protective Equipment.

22
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Ops Objective and SPI examples

If the organization determines that their objective is to reduce the risk of runway 
excursions…

They might establish SPIs like:
• Percentage of pilots who have received training in stabilized approach procedures 
• Number of unstablized approaches per 100 flight legs.
• Number of touch downs outside of the touchdown zone per 100 flight legs.
• Number of runway excursion. 

https://abcnews.go.com/International/plane-turkey-overshoots-icy-runway-stops-side-black/story?id=52340135
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MX SPT Examples
Returning to the organization whose objective is to reduce the 
likelihood of personnel injury during maintenance:
• They might establish SPTs such as:

o Reduce the number of times per month that aircraft maintenance is performed by 
someone working alone by 25% 
• [from 16 occurrences in 2017 to 12 times in 2018]

o Reduce the average number of fatigue reports per month from maintenance 
personnel by 20% 
• [from average of 4 per month in 2017 to  3 per month in 2018]

o Reduce the average number of times per month that maintenance personnel are 
observed not using appropriate Personal Protective Equipment by 50% 
• [from average of 6 per month in 2017 to 3 per month in 2018]

24
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Ops SPT Examples
Going back to the organization whose objective is to reduce the risk of 
runway excursions, 

They might establish SPTs like:
• Reduce the number of unstablized approaches per 100 flight legs by 25% over 

the next 12 months from 4 in 2017 to 3 in 2018.

• Reduce the number of touch downs outside of the touchdown zone per 100 
flight legs by 15% over the next 12 months from 100 times in 2017 to 85 times 
in 2018.

• Increase the number of pilots trained on stabilized approach procedures to 
100% by the end of the year from 43 out of 50 pilots in 2017 to 50 out of 50 
pilots in 2018.

25

Considerations for setting indicators and targets

• Workload management
o What can we realistically maintain and what is providing value?

• Optimal spread
o a variety combination to adequately represent across the 

organization.
• Clarity of SPIs

o Is what I am measuring and how often I am measuring clear?

• Encouraging desired behavior 
o SPTs to drive or maintain safety behavior.

• Useful measures
o is what I am measuring useful and not simply the easiest?

• Achieving SPTs
o This is more than just hitting a mark. Look for continuous 

improvement.

26
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What data & reports are available?

The contents of each SPI should include:
• A description of what the SPI measures;
• The purpose of the SPI (what it is intended to 

manage and who it is intended to inform);
• The units of measurement and any requirements for 

its calculation;
• Who is responsible for collecting, validating, 

monitoring, reporting and acting on the SPI (these 
may be staff from different parts of the organization);

• Where or how the data should be collected; and
• The frequency of reporting, collecting, monitoring 

and analysis of the SPI data.

27

Considerations for Mature SMS Organizations

What evidence is available that SPIs have been 
evaluated and refined?

SPIs have been defined, 
communicated and then monitored 
and analyzed for trends.

What evidence is available from any findings?

This evidence is put through safety risk 
management processes to determine 
what action may need to be taken.

Is the operator meeting their targets?

Measuring Safety Performance:
Mature SMS Operators

28
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Example: Bird strikes

8

1

Migration 
pattern

Implement training;
Change routes/altitudes;
Avoid the area…  etc.

2018 & 2019 don’t fit 
the original pattern…
Now need to ask why, 
reassess and evaluate 
mitigations, revise 
SPIs/SPTs as needed.

Objective: Reduce bird strikes

Still fits 
the 
pattern.

What would
be a 

reasonable
SPI / SPT?

0!!
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Discussion: Practice Example

• Operator:
o Small air tour / skydiving operation 
o 2 Bell Jet Ranger helicopters. 
o Helicopters used for scenic tours of the Grand Canyon, Hoover Dam, and nighttime 

tours of the Strip. 
o Average 25 - 30 missions total per day, with seasonal variations

• Situation:

o Sick sacks carried onboard as frequently tourists experience motion sickness
o Crew regularly keeps extra sick sacks in the cockpit to ensure availability
o Last year the operator has experienced instances of damage to the tail rotors due to 

FOD from sick sacks that have fallen out on the ramp

• Group discussion:
o What are your risks?
o What is your safety objective?
o Identify/select SPIs

• Leading / lagging?
• High consequence/low probability?
• Low consequence/high probability?

o Identify/select SPTs

30
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Practice Example: Hangar Rash

• Operator:
o Medium business jet operator
o 6 Cessna Model 750 Citation X+

• Situation:
o Data collected shows 25 reports of hangar rash in the past 12 

months
o Costs in downtime and repairs are excessive

• Group discussion:
o What are your risks?
o What is your safety objective?
o Identify/select SPIs

• Leading / lagging?
• High consequence/low probability?
• Low consequence/high probability?

o Identify/select SPTs

31

3.5 Compliance Monitoring

32
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IS-BAO Chapter 3.0
• 3.5.1 The organization shall conduct assessments, at appropriate intervals, to 

o identify regulations, standards, approvals and exemptions 
o that are applicable to their operations and the procedures implemented by the organization to 

comply with them. 
o In conducting such assessments, the organization shall ensure: 

• Any changes to existing or issue of new regulations, standards, approvals and exemptions 
applicable to its aviation activities are identified and assessed; and 

• Records of these assessments are kept by the organization. 

• Changes to IS-BAO
o 3.5.2 The organization shall establish and maintain a process to ensure that changes to IS-

BAO are verified, analysed and incorporated into the organization’s processes, as applicable. 
• Internal Audit Programme

o 3.5.3 The organization’s internal audit programme (IAP) shall include the verification on 
whether the processes established to comply with applicable regulations, standards and 
exemptions are being followed during daily operations. 
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Compliance Monitoring

• Who does what and when, where and how?
• 3.5.1 also relates to other chapters in some way, especially the ..1.1 

sections.
• Interelationship of different chapters

34
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On-site

• The auditor must lead the audit, not the auditee.
• Don't let the auditee select the records, the people, the equipment or 

the locations.
• Sample with reason (range between 10 and 25%)

• 1 'failed' item: probably exceptional, but check
• 2 'failed' items: keep digging
• 3 'failed' items: more likely a systemic issue

• Auditor should guide the operator to finding root cause where systemic 
issues are revealed
o Ex: ensure that the operator is considering what process/procedure 

needs to be added or changed to address the root cause and that the 
RAP is not just a temporary fix.
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Other questions/comments/suggestions?
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